In the past year, Kappa Sigma not only increased membership but also fared exceptionally well in campus and community activities. Rush provided the chapter with a crew of pledges possessing great potential. A few examples of Kappa Sigma’s strength were a second place finish in Greek Week, division champions in football, playoff teams in street hockey and softball, top contenders in the Leukemia Drive as well as individual brothers who participated in campus organizations and varsity athletics.

Kappa Sigma stuck to their party traditions. The winter quarter formal, the Black & White, reunited many alumni with the brothers in a wild and memorale time. As the weather warmed up, Luau began to get constructed. Although it required weeks of work for only a few hours of fun, it provided the chapter with not only its craziest social event, but also the opportunity for the brothers to work together and exemplify the meaning of brotherhood.

The “deer” hunters . . . Dreaded . . .
Bill’s all sports bulletin board? . . .
Where’s Burt? . . . You had that pegged
. . . David fades back . . . Globehead . . .
Disco Delmar . . . Drunk ‘n Dine . . . Aye and Big Daddy down from Mt. Olympus
. . . Joe comes “out of the closet” . . .
David, still fading back . . . Socrates on his soapbox again . . . Jake points out shower etiquette . . . The known thing to do . . . first place King Arthur look-a-like . . .
Nought . . . But wait.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Ross Hammer goes up for the rebound. Mike Cannon and Mike Mallone tug Mike Hugg in Chariot race. Chris Cuttler pumps homecoming display. BOTTOM LEFT: After class Greg Jenkins relaxes with a game of pool.
Chapter Supports Several Community Projects

The Beta Kappa chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha continued its amazing growth as fall quarter produced a thirty member "associate" class. In addition to placing first in support of the Georgia Tech Alumni Rollicall, the chapter also sponsored "Zoo Nights" and a Dance Marathon for the Leukemia Society. However, a special Halloween party for underprivileged children proved most rewarding to the brotherhood. This fall's Homecoming display and 'Reck both placed in the top three in their respective categories. Athletics, too, showed marked improvement as "chopper" volleyball and softball teams had excellent seasons. The brothers were still able to increase their scholastic standing as evidenced by the Lambda Chi finish in the top half of all Greek organizations.

Fauxx! ... The Pup, the Club and the Tub ... Roll Back the Tide, Timmy! ... Pack ... Mongo and Boze ... Disco Runs Executive Council ... Pullin' the big grades this quarter, big guy? ... DOC ... CP ... Nashville South ... 2nd floor sock party ... Lambda Chi Alpha-2 Football Team-O.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Craig Coleman plays D.J. at the Lambda Chi Alpha dance marathon. Mascot Brandy; a favorite around campus, gets special attention from brother Mike Hamilton. CENTER: Jay Hightower competes in the Sandcastle Building contest. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Rick Bayless and Jim Latiner check motors for the Lambda Chi display. Lambda Chi Alpha associate members oversee the smooth operation of their contraption.
In following their four cardinal principles of manhood, scholarship, perseverance, and uplift, Omega Psi Phi initiated five new brothers. These brothers were called the Renaissance Line and were part of the fraternity’s reconstruction. An important part of this rebuilding program was a greater visibility on campus. This was achieved by sponsoring an engineering orientation program for high school students. They also sponsored an achievement program and began their first intramural basketball team.

Arrow Que . . . Heavy Handed Que . . .
Templeton Que . . . Psycho Que . . .
Off Que . . . Mellow Que . . . Macho Que . . .
Street Que . . . Fire Que . . . Que Sugar Bear . . .
Dr. Que Funk . . . Que Zeus . . .
Chester . . . Cosmic Que . . . Sugar Que . . .
Ebony Que . . . Action Que . . . Snooz-
zie Que . . . Dr. Que Yang . . . We’re So
Nasty We Can’t Stand Our Funky Selfs . . .
Que Psi Phi Till the Day I Die . . .
Roach is the Nastiest Que of All . . .
Frank Are You Awake . . . Line Brother 31.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Two underprivileged youngsters enjoyed the antics of a brother at Q∪Φ Halloween party. The brothers “steppin’” at the Student Center. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: After the kids have gone, Omega Psi Phi brother keeps a close watch on partner’s moves at a band party.
The combined effects of adding thirty-one pledges and completing major house renovations gave the Georgia Delta chapter of Phi Delta Theta great hopes of maintaining their strong standing in academics, athletics and community service.

Various civic organizations received continued support from the brothers' fund-raising activities; two such organizations were the Leukemia Society and the U.S. Olympic Committee. Participation in athletics remained strong; the Phi Delts were determined to defend their basketball championship, as well as compete in other intramural sports.

Socially, the Phi Delts were as strong as ever. The calendar was packed with mixers and band parties in addition to the traditional Bowery Ball and Halloween Party.
Stressing brotherhood and good times, the Fijis initiated an excellent rush gaining 21 first-rate pledges. Competitive efforts paid off with a first place in the Homecoming display contest and a tennis championship in the White League division.

The chapter actively participated in the IFC Leukemia Drive by working the Davidson Tennis Classic and sponsoring their annual Hugh Hendrix Run from Athens to Atlanta with the Georgia game ball. Other philanthropic projects included sending an underprivileged child to summer camp.

Besides several sorority socials, various theme parties marked the year — such as the famous Fiji Island Party, a costume party, and a Gone With The Wind party. The chapter retained its traditional Pig Dinner in the winter, and one of its most cherished traditions, the Purple Garter formal held at Lake Lanier Islands, was the culmination of a socially active year.

Remaining versatile in all areas, the chapter achieved a first place scholastic ranking among all fraternities in the spring. With the help of alumni donations, plans were finalized for the addition of a new chapter room and recreation room.
A successful fall rush resulted in the addition of fourteen pledges and injected the Alpha Nu Chapter with the momentum it was to maintain all year. This momentum was evidenced by the enthusiasm that characterized their intramural participation in soccer and by the increased ranks of the little sister program through the initiation of fifteen new girls. The brothers were also active in a service project helping mentally retarded children on and off of the rides at Six Flags.

The most memorable event was the chapter's celebration of its seventy-fifth anniversary at Tech. Coinciding with Homecoming weekend, the festivities included a lunch and alumni get-together on the day of the game. A banquet held at the Marriott Hotel was keynoted by an address delivered by the national Grand Alpha who flew in for the occasion.

The chapter continued its traditional beach party in the fall complete with eight tons of sand from Florida, and reinstituted a former tradition, the Black and Gold formal, which was held in the spring.

Oh Baby! ... Slack ... Good deal! Lucille! ... Grand Enema Award ... B.M.O.C. ... RAG, RAG, RAG ... Football ... Mammoth vs. Sebastian ... Mega-bucks! ... Varsity divers ... J.D., I'm a neuter ... What's the good word? ... Iranian missile crisis ... GO FOR IT!

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Terry Sanders braves the scrutiny of a Tech audience to give his imitation of King Arthur during Homecoming. In a game of foosball, Paul Wempner concentrates on the game, oblivious to the antics of his partner, Max Alaniz. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Steve Stokes is surprised by Mark Wolfe's latest news. After a long week of midterms, Steve Gordon burns out at a drop day party.
The Alpha Rho Chapter celebrated fifty years of brotherhood last spring, renewing ties with alumni from all over the country. The celebration ended with a banquet at the Atlanta-Sheraton; many national officers present praised the affair's success. A charter commemorating the golden anniversary was presented and signed by current active members.

Phi Kappa Tau's scholastic standing rose as greater emphasis was placed on academics. Rush netted 15 new associate members and 7 additional little sisters. An excellent pledge program coupled with big brother-little brother activities produced the chapter's biggest and best initiate class in recent history.

As usual, a successful Homecoming highlighted fall quarter. A unique 'Reck concept, the annual alumni dinner and dance, and good alumni support produced an outstanding celebration.

Put on your collared shirts, boys! The Thir Tox of Kref... E.P., Beer 50¢... and kill them... Heretic, burn him!... The over-the-belt-gang... the wonder Beast... It's all relative when you're moving this fast... You won't get wise with the sleep still in your eyes... Sex is not the answer, sex is the question... Yes is the answer... Mr. Dro... but will it fly... I would like to buy the big one... Smoking or nonsmoking? Megarunt... Kill Kodro.

TOP LEFT: Phi Kappa Tau's rats show the upper class how to get ROWDY! BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Randy Rice lends a steadying hand as Pat McGuire initiates the construction of Phi Kappa Tau's display. Kim Oldham enjoys a good story while Rick Thornton wishes the joker would get lost. Alumni John and Jackie Liglerie tells Jim Caffee about how rush used to be.
Brothers Float Nation's Largest Tube Train

Renewed alumni participation marked the chapter's tenth anniversary in 1979, as evidenced by an alumni-active softball game in the spring. The Phi Kaps continued their tradition of floating the largest nationally recognized tube train, consisting of over 300 inner tubes, in the Chattahoochee raft race.

Summer saw a hard working group of brothers remodel the kitchen and chapter room. This helped prepare the Gamma Tau chapter for a busy Homecoming. A cocktail party on Friday night and the alumni dinner-dance offered a touch of class while the active-alumni football game offered relaxation. Using this game as practice, the brothers went on to capture the division titles in football, soccer, and Ultimate Frisbee.

Phi Sigs Celebrate With Exotic Parties

Led by the unsinkable spirit of phantom pledge Ezekial J. Bosk, the brothers and pledges of Phi Sigma Kappa again launched themselves upon unwary Georgia Tech. Keeping their priorities straight, the Phi Sigs increased their ranks with 10 new Little Sisters.

Social-wise, the Phi Sigs climbed to the heights of a Skylab Party then plunged to the depths of a Bermuda Triangle Celebration. Intermediate stops included a Hat Party mixer and a Bluegrass Party.

In addition to this social life, an increased concern in community problems manifested itself in the form of such projects as sending underprivileged children to see the Atlanta Braves.


TOP RIGHT: At the Phi Sigma Kappa bluegrass party, Ken Ko and Walter Matthews prove that you don’t have to go to UGA to be a redneck.

BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Pam Whittaker finds herself in a ticklish situation with Tom Parham and Warren Gru- ber. Waldo Matthews asks, “How much farther coach?”, in the mini 500. Bubba Friedman supervises Tom Wickson in building a sand castle in the Homecoming sand castle building contest. Mike Gibson and David Zell demonstrate that fraternity rush stresses relaxation along with inebriation.
Year Characterized by Strong Athletic Program

PI KAPPA ALPHA started the year with a strong rush pledging over thirty men. This success carried over to athletics where the Pikes were fraternity champions in tennis and league winners in volleyball and soccer, while placing first in the school in cross country, one on one, and football. The Pikes claim many prominent campus leaders and have members involved in numerous campus activities. Winning Greek Week for the second straight year along with fund raising activities for the Leukemia Drive, Save the Atlanta Zoo, and Alumni Callathon allowed the Pikes to claim the IFC activities trophy.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Obviously dressed for cold weather and the streets of Atlanta, Chris Bowie and John Stefanelli cycled through the house taking orders for a V-run. Dan Finelli and partner Sue Hladik disco whirl on the dance floor at the Navy game band party. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Reverting to the days of their youth, Jim and Mike Williams prove that years of practice building sand castles pays off. Jim Dorsey, Dwayne Sanders and Perry Dillman are "in but in" for another game of Wales Tales.
Pi Kaps Earn "Master Chapter Award"
This past year proved very rewarding to the brothers of Pi Kappa Phi. With the addition of 21 pledges, as in previous years, members of this fraternity were very active in both campus affairs and athletics. Seven brothers occupied positions in Student Government and numerous others participated in varsity wrestling, lacrosse, and rugby. Still others found involvement with WREK Radio and the Technique. On the intramural scene "Pi Kaps" continued their excellence in Street Hockey as this year’s team took the runners-up position. Brothers also found time to raise money for contribution to charities that help deaf, blind, and mentally handicapped children. Finally at the 75th Anniversary Celebration of Pi Kappa Phi’s founding, Iota chapter once again received a "Master Chapter Award."

Vicious Bruno ... Medieval Marta ... Iota to you ... Punk-out ... Disco Kiko ... The Moose is Loose ... Swan Suxs ... Let’s Do the Time Warp ... Newellphyte ... Nazi Occupied France ... Disco Bartender ... Gabba Gabba Hey ... Give us our beer ... 0-6 Again ... Who’s preppy? ... Lobotomy ... Jai Alai ... Wuerful-Marvin Construction Co. ... Street Hockey players ... Hotsie ... A 240 lb. pledge ... Who painted our wall? ... Jambo-Tumba.

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: A game of pool captivates a brother during rush. Paul Fritz navigates the Pi Kappa Phi wreck, carrying Ed Reese and Fisher Hutchins. Brian Green supports Rick Bosse in his role as JoJo’s sister. BOTTOM, RIGHT: Pi Kap’s engineering design of its cart proves effective on the hair pin turns.
As Psi U nears the end of its first decade of existence, a period of constant change has finally come to an end. Membership which once dropped as low as five, today stands at thirty. The little sister program, too, is firmly established with 12 enthusiastic young ladies. Scholastically, this fraternity has been the top Greek "grade getter" for two years in a row. However, a successful athletic program and a busy social calendar proved that Psi U. does more than just study. The soccer, softball and volleyball teams all made the playoffs in their respective sports; while a Founders Day dinner and trip to Myrtle Beach highlighted other activities. In addition, after its short absence, the Gamma Tau chapter is once again situated in a house on campus.


TOP RIGHT: John Hyres goes for a spike in a friendly volleyball match with the Phi Kappa Theta's. BOTTOM: LEFT TO RIGHT: Temperamental chef, Mario Ricciardi warns onlookers to stay out of his kitchen at a Psi U barbecue. The brothers are just glad it's over, after being defeated in the Greek Week tug-o-war.
Georgia Phi chapter of SAE began its 90th year at Georgia Tech with another successful rush, pledging both freshmen and upperclassmen. This success was due in part to the appearance of several outstanding bands. A party hosted by Visions Track IV brought over 500 people into the "E" front yard.

Social events for the year were both many and varied. Mixers included get-togethers with sororities at Georgia, Auburn, and the University of Alabama. A house party held in Florida over spring break gave brothers a chance to get away from Tech's surroundings. At the Sweetheart Formal, an orchestra added a touch of class and assured a memorable evening. The affair climaxed with the crowning of Laura Newsome as the new SAE Sweetheart.

As in the past, SAE fielded strong teams in most all intramural sports. Frat teams finished second in the school in soccer, fourth in the fraternity basketball division as well as competitively participating in both football and softball. Several golfers also won their respective flights during the spring tournament.

Though the SAE brotherhood places much emphasis on their social and athletic activities it is, however, those spontaneous and unpredictable events that have made the "E"'s what they are today.

The Beta Psi “Sigs” social calendar featured many events this past year. In addition to a winter ski trip and big fall rush, the ’79 Sweetheart Ball and Derby Days kept this fraternity quite occupied. Little sister Bernadette Casey received the crown as the newest Sigma Chi “Sweetheart.” Derby Days proved a tremendous success as 8 sororities helped raise over $5000 for charity. Athletically, the Sigma Chi Independent team, BFD, won two division championships. Winning the league title during spring softball season, this group also proceeded to go undefeated in summer biddy basketball play.

From the top:
- Breakfast of Champions...
- Total War Party...
- Return of the T-2 Keg Party...
- F!!!U!!!Z!!!Z!!!Y!!!...
- Derby Days...
- Neck a la Wreck...
- H.B. ...
- Nutts...
- Hacksaw...
- Alright, Alright ...
- Marv Albert...
- Sweetheart of Sigma Chi.

From the bottom:
- Crinky Dixon is rudely awakened by Clay Owens, as she is swept away during the Greek Week festivities.
- Dale Adams, Chuck Rathgaber and Patty Bentley demonstrate the mutual support within Sigma Chi during a rush party.
- Bill Edwards contemplates his next move at Sigma Chi Casino night.
Members Dominate IFC Leadership

Striving for diversity in membership, rush netted fourteen new pledges in the fall. During the quarter, a Pledge Retreat and a Winnebago trip to Knoxville for the Tennessee game gave the brothers and pledges a chance to strengthen friendships. A significant achievement was 100% initiation of the pledge class during winter quarter.

The chapter fielded strong teams in intramural competition winning the school championship in softball as well as division titles in street hockey, football, and volleyball. This competitive spirit was the driving force behind the Homecoming effort, which netted second place overall finish.

Members actively participated in all areas of campus leadership with equally strong representation in IFC. Both the past and current presidents as well as the current treasurer of the council are Sigma Nu. An equally active participation in philanthropic projects included selling Georgia game t-shirts for Leukemia and helping with the Atlanta Steeple chase for the Atlanta Speech School.

Various theme parties marked the year, such as the Red Rose party that inspired a "down home country feeling." An Island party in the spring gave the brothers a chance to practice up for the traditional Beach Weekend in Florida. In a different mood, the Stone Mountain Lakeside Center served as the backdrop for that special night of all nights, the annual White Rose formal.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Hustle, as exhibited by Jim Clayton led to an intramural victory over the ATOs. Over half the chapter trekked to "Big Orange Country" in Winnebago to support the Yellow Jackets. Mark Phair enjoys being in the minority for a change. BOTTOM, RIGHT: Turkey Buzzard, Scott McGarity's antics helped the Sigma Nu win three kegs of beer for participation in the Auburn pep rally parade.
Sigma Nu • 1896

Sigma Nu says they couldn't pay the us to be volunteers.
The Georgia Alpha Chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon has completed another successful year at Georgia Tech. Strong alumni support, house improvements, a diversified brotherhood, and a more personalized rush are only a few of the many factors which contributed to their success.

The soccer, bowling, and Ultimate Frisbee teams had excellent seasons while the basketball campaign was once again highlighted by the annual Sig Ep All-Star Game.

Finally, money raising for the U.S. Olympic Committee, UNICEF, and the World Student Fund served to strengthen and unify the brothers, pledges, and little sisters of Sig Ep at Georgia Tech.


TOP RIGHT: John Morfit pilots the throttle and Norm Shanklin applies the brake at the "Reck parade. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Eric Hinger fine tunes the Sig Ep’s contraption. Dale Hamblin, Lisa Lanier, and Ray Viera pump the display at the house. Sig Eps fire up the arc welder to make "minor adjustments" to their wreck.
Tech's Largest Fraternity Captures National Award

Beta Pi chapter had an active and successful year as the largest fraternity on Georgia Tech’s campus boasting over a hundred members. A major achievement marking the year was the selection of Beta Pi as a Top Teke chapter out of more than 300 chapters throughout the nation. In order to merit this award, the chapter had to excel in such areas as membership, academics, alumni relations, and campus leadership. The rechartering of an alumni association was an important factor in receiving this honor.

The brothers were equally proud of their new initiates with winter quarter seeing the initiation of 21 pledges, the largest ever at Beta Pi. In addition, the fraternity continued as an intramural power. Championships were captured in football, ultimate frisbee, soccer, softball, and billiards.

By working concessions at Atlanta Stadium, The Tekes hit all time highs in their fund raising and philanthropic activities. Their efforts went to support the St. Jude’s Children Research Hospital and the campus-wide Leukemia drive.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Mike Treadway skillfully wields a metal pole in the construction of the Teke contraption. Perched atop the wreck, Lawrence Perkins basks in the honor of being chosen Teke helmsman while Bob Miller and Mike Brown stand by in case of an emergency. Ralph Gomez carefully constructs the Homecoming display, with visions of the Medieval scene about to unfold. BOTTOM, RIGHT: 1979 Sweetheart, Jenny Beard, braces for her imminent fate in the Beta Dunking Machine during Greek Week.
Teams Excel in Intramural Competition

Fall quarter brought 20 pledges into the house, injecting new enthusiasm into the Alpha Nu chapter. This enthusiasm led the chapter to capture a third place in the Homecoming display contest as well as a second in the Wreck parade fixed-body division.

Intramurals remained strong with the football, basketball, bowling, and amazing ultimate frisbee teams going to the league playoffs. The brothers also captured the first place trophy in the Kappa Sigma fight night at Georgia State.

Alpha Nu hosted chapters from South Carolina, Alabama, Georgia, and Florida during spring quarter at Theta Chi's annual regional conference in Jacksonville Beach. The conference featured speakers from the national organization during the day supplemented by parties at night.

Open up the Gate and let the animals in . . . YoungBravos . . . You make me sweat . . . Bago 1 to Bago 2 . . . Anybody got a "Q"? . . . Nude thumper . . . Smeg . . . Can you say "choo"? . . . Miss Piggy and Kermit . . . Team 1, Team 2 . . . Skoal . . . 15 will get you 20 . . . War Idiots . . . Silver Bear . . . Our survey said . . . Space Invaders

TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Alke Karathanasis exhibits form used to win the White League championship. Laurie Smith and Art Teller share a good joke. BOTTOM, RIGHT: Darryl Winter, Tim Fitzpatrick, Kevin Mara and Turner Plunket dance the Russian high-kick in celebration of the U.S. Olympic hockey victory over Russia.
In pursuit of their main goal to encourage and aid in Christian growth, Theta Xi launched a new Tradition Night during fall rush. This featured a slide show presenting the fraternity history and several of the previous years' outstanding events.

Stressing public service, the chapter contributed to Muscular Dystrophy and Leukemia and participated in a different community project each quarter. One such project involved treating a group of underprivileged kids to a picnic and recreation day at Stone Mountain.

Scholastically, the chapter ranked sixth among all campus Greeks, and for the first time in several years, they entered the Wreck parade. The social agenda included the Sweetheart Ball and the 6294 Banquet celebrating founder's day. The chapter also remained active in intramural softball and basketball.


TOP, LEFT TO RIGHT: Ben Harrell, Galen Freeman, Mike York and Doug Stroud take time out from Tech to study the Bible at the house. William Byrd picks out a tune on his guitar at the Theta Xi house. BOTTOM, LEFT: Theta Xi's solution to the energy crisis is elbow grease supplied by Steve Sexton, Ben Harrell, Brian Ingle and Darrel Warniner.
Experiencing a unique renaissance over the past year, Zeta Beta Tau initiated enough members to make the fraternity once again viable. During the spring and fall a successful recolonization program resulted in the doubling of membership, and it looks like the Xi chapter will become one of the most diversified fraternities on campus.

The addition of new blood has not, however, diminished many of the standard traditions. The snow tubing team experienced a good season of schussing, and the exploits of the beer drinking squad are what legends are made of. In the spring, the suntanning team tried to shed some new light on a wrinkle or two. Of course, the tanners made their annual pilgrimage to Myrtle Beach.

Other notable events during the social year included weekend camping trips, Mazola parties, and the old ZBT standby, Disco Sux parties.

This is not to infer that the brothers were all work and no play. In intramurals the football team finished the season 3-2, and the volleyball team made it to the semi-finals. The other sports in which the Zebes excel have not, as yet, been recognized.


TOP, LEFT: Teamwork was required to drive the ZBT wreck with Jeff Clow steering, Charlie Myer shifting gears, and Sean Ogilvie navigating. BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT: Andy Cripps surveys the situation in a mellow game of cribbage with a friend. Mike Zettel proves to be the center of attention at a keg party. Robert Josephs enjoys a cool one after a long day of classes.